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19/12/05 TT No.138: Ron Jones - Peterborough NS (UCL Div. 1) in UCL Cup QF & 

White Notley (Essex Olympian League Div. 1) in AT3 

Saturday 17th December - after getting confirmation before I set out that the 

match was on, I dashed to Peterborough for the United Counties League Cup 

Quarter Final between Peterborough Northern Star and Northampton Spencer. 

Departing King’s Cross at noon, I was in the ground in just under the hour, having 

“cabbed it” from the station, in ample time for the 1.30 start. The Chestnut 

Avenue ground in Dogsthorpe is in a residential area and easily accessible by bus, 

with a 10-minute frequency service from the bus station taking around 15 minutes.   

The Peterborough FA ground is sited behind the “Focus” Youth centre, with the 

spectator entrance a pathway with a pay box at the entry point where a 

programme was included in the £2 admission. This entrance is behind the goal, 

turning right from here, the dressing rooms are set back while further along is a 

mobile refreshment van selling tea and the usual burgers, hot dogs etc. In this 

corner is an area of covered standing running from the corner flag to beyond the 

edge of the area. The rest of this side has paved standing with a “free standing” 

type of fence behind running the length of it with another pitch the other side. 

The pathway continues at the far end up to the goal, behind this is an area of grass 

with gardens further back. Along the other side, another railed off pitch runs 

parallel, with brick built dug outs at the halfway line. These are unusual in having 

tip up sears inside, with the home and away “benches” separated by three seats 

for officials. Hard standing runs along this side from the dugouts to the near corner 

and behind the goal at the entrance end.  

The programme is a smart 20-page production, with a cut out panel in the cover 

revealing the match details, and is enhanced by being typeset and printed 

throughout in colour on quality paper. Apart from the usual stats, club directory 

tables and line-ups, the written content is limited to a page introducing the host 

club and a visitor’s page, with no editorial as such.   

On a cold but sunny day, the visitors started strongly with an early lead, but the 

hosts were level midway through the half. At half-time, most spectators, as a brief 

respite from the cold, went into a hall behind the dressing rooms, which had tables 

and visitor’s refreshments: it seemed the club bar was booked for the afternoon. 

In the second half, the visitors went ahead on the hour but never really showed 

their divisional superiority as Northern Star pressed, and endured some nervy 

moments before booking their semi-final place with a 2-1 win. The attendance of 

around 40 included a few travellers with probably half of the remainder supporting 

the visitors.  

Another quick bus and rail connection meant an arrival in London before the final 

whistle for those 3.00 kick offs following a trip that worked out really well.  



On Saturday 10th December I travelled to White Notley for a 3rd Round Anagram 

Records Trophy 3rd tie with Brache Sparta. The Essex Olympian league club’s Oak 

Farm ground is 20-25 minutes-walk from White Notley station along the unpaved 

Braintree - Witham Road approaching Faulkbourne. As expected, a rural setting 

here, with the modern clubhouse and dressing room block close to the entrance. 

The club bar was open before the match with a tea bar available at half time.   

Programmes were on sale at £1 from the bar. This 12-page issue included the usual 

stats and matchday info, plus an editorial and visitors’ history with colour printing 

used on the cover and adverts. However, the club are no longer issuing on a 

regular basis for league fixtures.  

The pitch is railed off with paving in front of the clubhouse which is behind the 

goal. Further along at his end is a fenced in floodlit six a side pitch with a narrow 

pathway between this and the pitch barrier. Along the roadside is narrow standing 

area the length of the pitch with parking behind a low fence and hedges alongside. 

Behind the far goal is another roped off pitch with brick dugouts sited along the far 

side. There’s also grass standing along this side, with a low fence separating the 

ground from the adjoining farmland, which stretches into the distance.   

The scheduled kick off at 1.00pm was put back by around 20 minutes due to the 

referee’s late arrival, in the end an assistant took the whistle for the first half in 

which the hosts took a fifth minute lead before a spectacular cross cum shot from 

40 yards ended up in the net for the equaliser. In bright, sunny conditions on a 

heavy pitch, White Notley dominated the second half while the higher ranked 

Spartan South Midlands Division 1 side never really got going, the home side 

scoring midway through the half and netting a third near the end, before their 

keeper saved an injury time penalty to round off a 3-1 win with the attendance 

being 20.  

I made my way back past the farms and through the village to the rather isolated 

station after another enjoyable visit to an Essex Olympian club in this competition. 
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